
Top 5 reasons carriers and MGAs choose Sure Claims

Reduce costs  

 - Eliminate claims leakage with FNOL data capture, vendor 
management, and automated adjuster assignment 

 - Lower costs with real-time financial positioning and end-to-end  
claim processing with web services 

Resolve claims faster  

 - Adapt your claims process during catastrophic events in real time 
with configurable, low-code workflows 

 - Facilitate rapid adjudication of claims with automated alerts, diaries, 
and settlement letters

Enable digital business  

 - Optimize claims processing and increase compliance by 
incorporating digital communication channels into your workflows  

 - Get up and running quickly by connecting your claims platform to  
any data source with ready-to-use APIs 

Deliver better experiences  

 - Provide frictionless customer service with direct-to consumer 
distribution, claims payments, coverage verification, and more 

 - Issue payments in just 30 seconds with an out-of-the-box  
integration to Sure Claims Payments

Boost analytics power

 - Predict differences in reserve amounts with predictive models  
from Insurity Predict 

 - Remove silos between all systems with embedded analytics from 
Insurity Business Intelligence

Insurity is a leading provider of cloud-based software and analytics for insurance carriers, brokers, and MGAs. Insurity is trusted by 22 of the 
top 25 P&C carriers and 7 of the top 10 MGAs in the US and has over 400 cloud-based deployments. | www.insurity.com | +1 866 476 2606 

Sure Claims 
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Eliminate long wait 
times and provide
instant service with

our AI Assistant 

Automate claims 
assignment by skills, 

geography, availability, 
and more

Process claims  
payments easily  
with an intuitive 

interface

75%  
faster  

claims intake 

15% 
reduction in claims 

processing time

“Insurity Sure Claims is a strong fit for 
cloud-first, midtier, multiline P&C insurers 
as well as MGAs.”  

Ellen Carney, Principal Analyst
The Forrester Wave™: P&C Claims 
Management Systems, Q2 202 

Accelerate the claims lifecycle and provide a seamless claims  
settlement experience 

$5B+ 
in payments 

paid


